Narrow Clauses and Trial Balloons


The Illinois Liquor Control Act creates a referendum mechanism whereby the residents of a precinct may revoke the liquor license of an individual in that precinct.¹ The process begins when 40% of the precinct's registered voters petition the board of elections for a vote on whether the sale of liquor at a particular address should be prohibited. The question is then put to the precinct electorate at the next election. If a majority thereof votes in favor of prohibition, the liquor license associated with that address becomes void after thirty days.

Soon after the passage of these amendments to the Liquor Control Act, referenda threatened the liquor licenses of three Chicago taverns, which responded by challenging the Act's constitutionality in federal district court.² They claimed that the statute violated, inter alia, the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment and the nonattainder rule of Article I, Section 10. The district court upheld the statute, and two of the plaintiffs appealed the decision. The circuit court, in an opinion written by then-Chief Judge Posner, reversed.³ Posner's opinion begins with an examination of the attainder challenge: "On the view we take of the case, we shall not have to decide whether the statute is a bill of attainder; but we shall not conceal our skepticism that it is."⁴ After briefly indulging this skepticism, the opinion reveals its actual legal underpinning: "We need not pursue the [attainder] issue further, as we think the statute is unconstitutional as a
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⁴. Id. at 617.
denial of due process of law even if it is not a bill of attainder." The remainder of the opinion defends this assertion.

I take issue here neither with the appeals court's understanding of the nonattainder rule nor with its interpretation of due process. I propose, more abstractly, to outline a theoretical framework within which the following assertion becomes plausible: The court should have pursued the attainder route more thoroughly, and should have invoked due process only if the attainder route proved fruitless or impassable.

My argument proceeds from the assumption that courts ought, at least in certain circumstances, to "leave[e] as much as possible undecided." By deferring decisionmaking to the more electorally tethered legislative branch, judicial silence promotes democratic procedure. This minimalist perspective on the judicial function, championed today by Cass Sunstein, has a venerable pedigree. Already in 1893, James Thayer suggested that a court ought to invoke a constitutional clause against a legislative act only if there is no reasonable interpretation of the former that is consistent with the latter. Later, Alexander Bickel, responding to the countermajoritarian difficulty, urged Justices to practice the "passive virtues": to deny certiorari; to winnow petitioners through the sieves of standing and ripeness; to avoid questions by making them "political."

Yet the minimalist seems to sacrifice too much when she bids courts to be silent. Judicial silence exacerbates gaps in the rule of law by leaving future courts and litigants without guidance. Moreover, while life tenure argues against judicial decisionmaking by distancing Article III judges from the popular will, life tenure makes their opinions an especially valuable resource in guiding legislatures toward the right answers. Lifetime appointment opens to judges a space for thoughtful deliberation, from which the mechanisms of popular election often bar the politically accountable actors. Furthermore, life tenure not infrequently reflects intrinsic deliberative ability, and necessarily provides valuable decisional experience. These considerations suggest that if judges should not dominate
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constitutional conversation, they ought nevertheless to have some speaking role.¹¹

Various benefits accrue, then, when judges air their views on constitutional questions. But the minimalist seems forced to forgo these benefits, since views expressed in the traditional forum for judicial speech, the court opinion, are transformed by the power of precedent into conversation-stoppers. This dilemma may usefully be reframed in the vocabulary of Sunstein's scheme. A minimalist decision, says Sunstein, is narrow rather than broad, and shallow rather than wide. It is narrow because it frames its decision in terms of the facts of the case rather than in terms of a broad rule, and shallow because it skirts issues of basic principle in explaining its decision.¹² Insofar as the minimalist goal is to decide as little as possible, only narrowness is truly essential. However, since deep reasoning generally produces widely applicable rules, a minimalist opinion seeks to rest its outcome on shallow grounds.¹³ But the shallow path to narrowness comes at a price: The author of a narrow and shallow opinion is only a witness to, not a participant in, the constitutional conversation.

Can narrowness be preserved without sacrificing depth? Some minimalists find a space for narrow but deep decisions in the realm of nonprecedential jurisprudence. Thus Neal Katyal suggests that judges couple narrow holdings with advice-giving dicta.¹⁴ Because dicta do not bind future courts, opinions of this sort may reason deeply without thereby undermining their narrow application.¹⁵ Similarly, others advocate, in the context of appellate court decisionmaking, wider use of unpublished opinions. "An unpublished opinion, lacking full precedential weight," would permit an appellate court to offer deep reasoning without binding other decisionmakers to its approach.¹⁶ These proposals, while useful,
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perhaps compromise the minimalist project too much. While dicta do not technically bind future courts, "[f]ine distinctions between holding and dicta are rarely relevant."17 Deep reasoning tends, therefore, to seep out from dicta into law, and thence into broad rules, thus undermining the minimalist goal of narrow decisionmaking. Unpublished opinions, which often bear legally acknowledged precedential weight,18 are still more porous. The failure of these strategies to contain deep reasoning is exacerbated by the fact they are available in any case that comes before a court.

I offer here a more restrictive source of narrow but deep decisions. My argument proceeds from Justice Frankfurter's observation that there are two distinct sorts of constitutional clauses:

Most constitutional issues derive from the broad standards of fairness written into the Constitution (e.g. "due process," "equal protection of the laws," "just compensation"), and the division of power as between State and Nation. Such questions, by their very nature, allow a relatively wide play for the individual legal judgment. The other class gives no such scope. For this second class of constitutional issues derives from very specific provisions of the Constitution. These had their source in definite grievances . . . . Their meaning was so settled by history that definition was superfluous. . . .

The prohibition of bills of attainder falls . . . among these very specific constitutional provisions.19

Constitutional clauses divide, then, into narrow clauses, such as the nonattainder rule and the guarantee of habeas corpus, which are grounded
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in specific historical circumstances, and broader clauses, such as the guarantees of equal protection and due process, which invoke larger and more abstract principles. The distinction itself is, of course, only a rough one. Each broad clause, too, has its historical baggage, even if this baggage weighs not quite so heavily as in the case of a narrow clause. More importantly for present purposes, the two groups of clauses interweave on a theoretical level: The abstract principles of the broad clauses undergird the specific mandates of the narrow provisions. Bills of attainder, to take the most pertinent example, are prohibited by the Constitution because they are inconsistent with, inter alia, the principles of procedural due process and separation of powers.

Since narrow clauses have deep rationales, judges, in applying them, have the opportunity to speak on broad constitutional principles. At the same time, the specific, historically determined boundaries of these provisions mean that they are not, despite their depth, widely applicable. The narrow applicability of narrow clauses manifests itself in two ways. Most obviously, narrow clauses apply to fewer fact patterns than broad provisions. If, for example, a due process issue arises in situations A, B, and C, the Bill of Attainder Clause will be relevant only to situation A. Thus, an interpretation of the latter resolves fewer questions than an interpretation of the former. Second, and relatedly, interpretations of broad clauses more rapidly entrench themselves than interpretations of narrow ones. Since the Due Process Clause is relevant to situations A, B, and C, a judicial interpretation of that clause tightens its hold on the precedential body each time a situation A, B, or C arises. Very quickly that interpretation insinuates itself throughout the legal system, and becomes too foundational, too heavily relied upon, to be overturned. Since the Bill of Attainder Clause is relevant only to situation A, a judicial interpretation of that clause spreads much more slowly; only far later in the day does reversing it become a real difficulty.

Narrow clauses thus offer another source of narrow but deep rulings. The creation of a narrow-clause jurisprudence demands, however, the combined efforts of judges and academics. Judges must take care to preserve the historical moorings of narrow clauses. If narrow clauses are torn too violently from their historical moorings—if, for example, the nonattainder rule is read to prohibit any violation of separation of powers—then they become functionally identical to wide clauses, and lose their
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minimalist value. If, on the other hand, narrow clauses are defined too narrowly—if, for example, the nonattainder rule is read to apply only to bills that dictate capital punishment for rebels—then they become essentially irrelevant, and lose their value as fora for judicial speech. Academics, at the same time, must identify and elaborate the broad constitutional principles that instantiate themselves in the narrow clauses, so as to provide judges the raw material for deep reasoning.

Through the combined efforts of judges and academics, narrow constitutional clauses transform into trial balloons. By tethering them to particular, historically derived circumstances, judges can inflate narrow clauses with broad principles, and air their interpretations of the latter, without the risk that these interpretations will petrify into law. Rather than deciding, “Due process means X,” and watching as X parades, on the shoulders of stare decisis, across the landscape of due process adjudication, a court can decide, “The nonattainder rule, because it is grounded in due process concerns, means X.” The court thus conceptually associates X with due process, but precedentially associates it only with the nonattainder rule. Other entities—the legislature, individual citizens, other courts—may then, in future due process contexts, try out an X perspective, or adopt another.

—Michael Novick

22. Indeed, a narrow clause, stripped of its historically derived conditions, may become a super-broad clause if, as in the case of the Bill of Attainder Clause, supra note 21, it instantiates not just one but a number of different broad principles.


24. There is another, more general, technique of constitutional interpretation that endangers a narrow-clause jurisprudence. My analysis of the relationship between narrow and broad provisions argues centrally that these categories overlap at a theoretical level, that the narrow clauses do not actually “add” anything to the broad clauses but merely offer concrete, historical instantiations of the principles contained therein. This proposition flies in the face of an unsophisticated understanding of the hermeneutical maxim, that the Constitution ought to be interpreted so that it is not redundant. According to this understanding, constitutional superfluity is wholly impermissible. Thus, if clause A forbids X, and if Y is a subset of X, then clause B cannot be interpreted such that its sole function is to forbid Y. A narrow-clause jurisprudence, however, will generally desire this very result, since it permits judges, by invoking B, to offer their views on A while deciding only Y. There is, of course, a place for the antiredundancy principle in the canon of construction rules, but the considerations of conscientious minimalism militate against its too overeager application. See also Akhil Reed Amar, Constitutional Redundancy and Clarifying Clauses, 33 VAL. U. L. REV. 1 (1998) (critiquing the naive understanding of the antiredundancy principle on textual and historical grounds).